FANCY LIGHTNING RODS, BALLS AND ORNAMENTS

46" Copper Lightning Rod

$241.00 - Copper Rod, Stand and Tip.
NSEW and Glass Tail arrow in Copper Color Aluminum. Choice of colors
36” Economy Lightning Rods

#201 $79.00 - #202 $120.00.
36” Copper Lightning Rod with Crimp wire connector at bottom of Rod. Glass Tail Arrow is Aluminum and Spins to show Wind direction. Stand is Plated Steel. Choice of Color Ball and Arrow Glass. Also available with Aluminum Rod.

46” Aluminum Lightning Rod

$200.00
With PLAIN plated steel stand and bayonet tip. Choice of colors and any arrow style.
16" Copper Lightning rods with Adjustable Base and wire clamp

Choice of any Color Ball - Ornaments are Cast Aluminum

---

GLASS BALLS

#208 – 4-1/2" GLASS BALLS $50.00 each

ANIMAL RODS

Animals and NSEW are in Solid Full Bodied Cast Aluminum—Lightning Rod, Tip and Base are in Copper OR Aluminum
(Will ship Rod and Base in copper unless specified).

Arrows are 23" Long. Rods come with Adjustable Base and wire clamp. (#209 Shown in all Aluminum, others are shown with animals painted copper color.

#209 $175.00 - Cow
#210 $135.00 - Pig
#211 $225.00 - Horse
#212 $125.00 - Rooster
#213 $145.00 – Sheep


#214 - 11" Bayonet Tip Alum or Cop $27
#215 & 216 - 8" Bare or Plated Shell Top $16
#217 - 7" Copper Sunburst Top $39
#218 - Aluminum Curly $39 or Copper $50
#219 - Aluminum crown $39
#220 - Aluminum Stars $39
#221 - 7" Copper Sunburst Tip with Glass $50
#222 - Large Ball Ring 1" Hole $7
#223 & 224- Small 5/8" Copper or Aluminum rings $5
#225 - Top of Ball Retainer $1.50
#226 - Small 5/8" Ferrule $10
#227 - Large 7/8" Ferrule $17

#228 - Large 1" Cast 2 piece Ferrule $25
#229 - Aluminum NSEW $65
#230 - 17" Arrow in Copper $65, in Aluminum $50
#231 - 22" Kite Arrow in Copper $80, in Aluminum $65
#232 - Glass Tail Arrow in Copper $80, in Aluminum $65
#233 - Glass Rod Tops $45
#234 - Glass Pendants Red, Green, Blue or Clear $50
#235 - 18" or 24" Straight Plated Steel Braces $40,
#235 - Straight Copper Braces $32, Copper Scroll Braces $65
#236 - Copper Balls in all sizes up to 12" $30
#237 - Deluxe Cast NSEW in Copper $100, in Aluminum $80

#238 - Large 1" Cast 2 piece Ferrule $25
#229 - Aluminum NSEW $65
#230 - 17" Arrow in Copper $65, in Aluminum $50
#231 - 22" Kite Arrow in Copper $80, in Aluminum $65
#232 - Glass Tail Arrow in Copper $80, in Aluminum $65
#233 - Glass Rod Tops $45
#234 - Glass Pendants Red, Green, Blue or Clear $50
#235 - 18" or 24" Straight Plated Steel Braces $40,
#235 - Straight Copper Braces $32, Copper Scroll Braces $65
#236 - Copper Balls in all sizes up to 12" $30
#237 - Deluxe Cast NSEW in Copper $100, in Aluminum $80
GLASS TOPPED RODS ARE FOR ORNAMENTAL USE ONLY

#238                              #239                     #240
$242.00                          $120.00               $120.00
42” TALL                      22” TALL           22” TALL

#241                                         #242
$120.00                                     $270.00
22” TALL                                 36” TALL
#243 - $450.00
Large witch

29 Pounds of solid Deluxe Casting 50" Tall - Stainless steel Rod, Copper Ball, Tip and Mounting Base with clamp for wire. Hand Painted witch spins with the slightest breeze

#244 - $90.00
16" Tall

#245 - $80.00
16" Tall